Separated Immobilization of Incompatible Enzymes on Polymer Substrate via Visible Light Induced Living Photografting Polymerization.
The use of the mixed catalytic system with several enzymes can provide multiple benefits in terms of the cost, simplification of a multistep reaction, and effectiveness of complex chemical reactions. Although study of different enzyme coimmobilization systems has attracted increasing attention in recent years, separately immobilizing enzymes which can not coexist on one support is still one of the great challenges. In this paper, a simple and effective strategy was introduced to separately encapsulate incompatible trypsin and transglutaminase (TGase) into different poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) network layer grafted on low-density polyethylene (LDPE) film via visible light induced living photografting polymerization. As a proof of concept, this dual-enzyme separately loaded film was used to catalyze the synthesis of a new target antitumor drug LTV-azacytidine. The final results demonstrated that this strategy could maintain higher activities of both enzymes than the mixed coimmobilization method. And the mass spectra analysis results demonstrated that LTV-azacytidine was successfully synthesized. We believe that this facile and mild separately immobilizing incompatible enzyme strategy has great application potential in the field of biocatalysis.